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Release: 
 October 09, 2010 

Feature: 
 

WESPaC EMS (Payroll Comparison Report) 

Ticket: 
 3299 – Enhancement Project 

Change: 
 

The EMS/Payroll Comparison report was modified to display all 
payroll records along with the current EMS records. A new option 
to display records where ‘Account Codes Differ’ was added to the 
report selection options. This new option allows the report to 
compare the EMS assignment account code(s) to the payroll 
account code(s).  The report also now provides a new option to 
highlight accounts when different. If this option is selected, the 
report highlights the account code differences between EMS and 
payroll with an asterisk ‘*’ in front of the account code. A new 
heading of DIST was added in the % FTE column to display the 
payroll distribution percent. If the accounts match between EMS 
and payroll, the report now checks for a difference between the 
FTE percent and the DIST percent. If the “Highlight Accounts 
when Different” option is selected, the report now highlights the 
differences between EMS and payroll percent with an asterisk ‘*’ 
in front of the %FTE and %DIST.  
Previously, the report displayed the account code for the EMS 
assignment, but did not compare it to or display the payroll 
account code(s).  However, it is important for districts to be able to 
compare the account codes in payroll with the distribution percent 
in EMS for budget tracking purposes. 

Reason: 
 Approved enhancement. 

Menu: 
 

HR \ EM \ WS \ PR \ EC 
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Release: 
 October 09, 2010 

Feature: 
 

WESPaC Payroll Calculate (Retirement Adjustments)  

Ticket: 
 225227 

Change: 
 

The Payroll Calculate program was modified to process retirement 
adjustments marked “Include in Retirement Balancing” as entered 
for the current payroll, but not include them in rebalancing until 
the next pay period.  From that point forward, the adjustments will 
continue to be included in the balancing process.  Previously, 
retirement adjustments marked “Include in Balancing” were 
processed as entered the first time the payroll calculate was run for 
a given pay period.  But, on the second and any subsequent 
calculate, these adjustments were included in the balancing.  
Compensation, hours, and deduction/benefit amounts could have 
been adversely affected if any rebalancing occurred as a result of 
the entered adjustments. 

Reason: 
 Defect correction. 

Menu: 
 

HR \ PA \ CP \ CA 

 
Release: 
 October 09, 2010 

Feature: 
 

WESPaC Retirement Transmittal File 

Ticket: 
 230221 

Change: 
 

The DRS Transmittal File was modified to exclude member profile 
changes for retirees.   

Reason: 
 Defect correction. 

Menu: 
 

HR \ PR \ WS \ RE \ PR \ WR \ DT 

HR \ PA \ RE \ PA \ RE \ DT  

 


